Eino Kaila Logical Empiricism Acta Philosophica
“logical positivism”—“logical empiricism”: what’s in a name? - the movement at the time.11 eino kaila,
a finnish philosopher and psy-chologist, coined the phrase “logical empiricism” already in his 1926 monograph
on probability theory (see von wright 1979, p. xxvii) and in 60 “logical positivism”—“logical empiricism” 8.
realistic claims in logical empiricism - philarchive - keywords: logical empiricism, structural realism,
semantics, invariance, eino kaila 1 introduction logical empiricism has for a long time been conceived of as a
monolithic, one-dimensional, movement within early twentieth-century philosophy. as such, it frequently
served as a con- theoria and logical empiricism onational the i philosophy - petzäll, the finnish
philosopher eino kaila claimed that it was only a matter of time until the journal erkenntnis would be closed
down and suggested that theo- ... logical empiricism, most notably the non-cognitive moral theory, the
emphasis of logical analysis, ... eino kaila's scientific philosophy korhonen, anssi - eino kaila's scientific
philosophy korhonen, anssi philosophical society of finland ... these contacts and connections with logical
empiricism are the closest that kaila came to being an analytic philosopher. yet, on the other hand, the term
“analytic” does not apply very well to kaila’s work. eino kaila and gestalt psychology in finland - wright
(eds.), eino kaila and logical empiricism (1992) •i. niiniluoto & s. pihlstrÖm (eds.), reappraisals of eino kaila’s
philosophy (2012) academic psychology (i) •until 1948 at the university of helsinki, psychology (together with
logic and metaphysics) was a branch logical positivism historical background - passmore, j. (1967). logical
positivism. in p. edwards (ed.). the encyclopedia of philosophy (vol. 5, 52- ... number of philosophers
sympathized with the aims of the logical positivists; eino kaila, arne naess, ake ... absorbed into international
logical empiricism. critique of traditional philosophy mach denied that he was a philosopher. he ... philosophy
of science in finland: 1970-1990 - background: eino kaila and logical empiricism modern philosophy of
science was introduced to finland by eino kaila (1890-1958). as professor of theoretical philosophy at the
university of helsinki (1930-48), and later as one of the twelve members of the academy of finland, kaila was
the leading finnish philosopher for three decades. ... the philosophical and psychological writings of eino
kalla - the philosophical and psychological writings of eino kalla ... porvoo, 1938. (finnish translation, by eino
kaila, of david hume, inquiry concerning human understanding.) 1939 [56) inhimillinen tieto, mita se on ja mita
se ei ole. ... sophical problems of quantum theory in the light of logical empiricism.) a;atus 12,41-127. 1944
(71) tankens ... epsa newsletter - philsci - empiricism and naturalism. in 1917 finland gained its independence, and the philosophical society of finland (chaired by grotenfelt) started to publish its yearbook with the
title ajatus (“thought”) in 1926 and a monograph series acta philo-sophica fennica in 1935. eino kaila’s logical
empiricism eino kaila, who wrote his doctoral nikolay milkov and volker peckhaus (eds.): the berlin ... logical empiricism, thus doing justice to that forgotten projects and figures who had (in)directly an important
influence on the philosophy of science in the united ... the papers of eino kaila, Åke petzäll and feigl/bloomberg
did not originate from the circle’s manifesto—kaila went to the circle’s meetings in 1929 but knew their ...
sami pihlström, friedrich stadler, niels weidtmann (eds ... - conference on “logical empiricism and
pragmatism”, which took place in vi-enna in november of 2013. it includes the 21st vienna circle lecture on
“eino kaila and the vienna circle” given by ilkka niiniluoto during the confer-ence. the second part gives a
report on a finished research project on logical november 7–9, 2013 kapelle, courtyard 1, campus of the
... - neo-kantianism, logical empiricism, phenomenology, and pragmatism. there is a general consensus that
north-american (neo)pragmatism and euro- ... eino kaila and the vienna circle location: senatssaal, main
building of the university, universitätsring friday, november 8 curriculum vitae, 2015 - university of
michigan college of ... - raimo tuomela & marja leena toukonen, “kaila’s notion of terminal causality,” in
eino kaila and logical empiricism, ilkka niiniluoto, matti sintonen & g.h. von wright, eds., societas philosophica
fennica. epsa newsletter - clmps.helsinki - empiricism and naturalism. in 1917 finland gained its independence, and the philosophical society of finland (chaired by grotenfelt) started to publish its yearbook with the
title ajatus (“thought”) in 1926 and a monograph series acta philo-sophica fennica in 1935. eino kaila’s logical
empiricism eino kaila, who wrote his doctoral the transcendental method and (post-)empiricist
philosophy ... - the transcendental method and (post-)empiricist ... reichenbach and the slightly less wellknown finnish logical empiricist eino kaila appreciated the kantian task of seeking and discovering tran- ...
even after the ofﬁcial views of logical empiricism had been endorsed by kaila (and reichenbach). messung
und invarianz – ein beitrag zum metrologischen ... - measurement – eino kaila and the history of logical
empiricism1 einen interessanten ... realist account of logical empiricism in den msr eine zentrale rolle spielen
wird. critical remarks on k. v. laurikainen’s natural philosophy - philosophy with eino kaila. laurikainen’s
proposal for combining science and religion, ... also followed in 1938 the lectures on logical empiricism by eino
kaila, professor of theoretical philosophy, and nished in 1940 the highest grade laudatur in this subject. ...
critical remarks on k. v. laurikainen’s natural philosophy 4 vienna circle institute yearbook [2008] 14 logical empiricism. printed on acid-free paper springer is part of springer science+business media (springer) ...
ilkka niiniluoto, kaila’s critique of vitalism .....125 arto siitonen, kaila and reichenbach as protagonists of
naturphilosophie...135 carl henrik koch, jørgen jørgensen ... mika lavaque-manty department of political
science ... - mika lavaque-manty department of political science university of michigan 5700 haven hall ...
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“kaila’s notion of terminal causality,” in eino kaila and logical empiricism, ilkka niiniluoto, matti sintonen & g.h.
von wright, eds., studi e interventi - uni konstanz - 2 its very name was coined by the great finnish
philosopher eino kaila (1890-1958), see kaila 1926. - there are other designations as “logical positivism” or
“neopositivism”. kaila’s “logical empiricism”, however, is in my view the best because logical empiricism
unites two vol. 8, no. 1 (2013) - skemman - abandonment of his links with logical empiricism. thue analyses
naess’ influence on the organization of studies (with psychology, logic and the history of philosophy as
mandatory for all ... eino kaila was building a steady ground for cultivating analytic philosophy and logic in
finland as in sweden and norway. as juha manninen writes in the ... kaila's reception of hume - tampub
etusivu - kaila's reception of hume jani hakkarainen post-doctoral researcher ... professor and relative eino
kaila who had steered his studies to this path. (ibid. p. 71) later kaila ... empiricism – this movement that
supposes that also epistemological logical problems, questions of mika lavaque-manty department of
political science ... - raimo tuomela & marja leena toukonen, “kaila’s notion of terminal causality,” in eino
kaila and logical empiricism, ilkka niiniluoto, matti sintonen & g.h. von wright, eds., societas philosophica
hopos 2010 hopos conference program thursday, june 24 - matthias neuber (u. tübingen) invariance,
structure, measurement – eino kaila and the history of logical empiricism flavia padovani (u. of british
probability between fiction and reality: reichenbach's columbia) correspondence with paul hertz thomas
arnold mormann last updated - upv/ehu - thomas arnold mormann. last updated. 03/04/2017. university
of the basque country (upv/ehu) ... t., review of i. niiniluoto and s. pihlström (eds.) reappraisals of eino kaila’s
philosophy, vienna circle institute yearbook, 18: 281-285 ... carnap and the legacy of logical empiricism,
vienna circle institute yearbook 18, 113-132, 2012 ... aspects of hans reichenbach’s philosophy: freedom
of the ... - kaila himself was a kind of external member of the vienna circle and brought the ideas of logical
empiricism (or logical positivism or neopositivism) to finland. he is definitely the father figure of the new
philosophy of science in finland and also the teacher of george henrik von wright. bollettino della società
filosofica italiana - researchgate - bollettino della società filosofica italiana rivista quadrimestrale nuova
serie n. 208 – gennaio/aprile 2013 ... continent knows that logical empiricism originated mostly in vienna in the
vienna circle lecture - univie - eino kaila (1890–1958) was the leading finnish philosopher in the ﬁ rst half of
the twentieth century. during the time he sought personal contact with reichenbach, schlick, and carnap, he
had already in 1926 formulated his own position of “logical empiricism”. for kaila, philosophy is “the alpha and
omega ilkka niiniluoto, sami pihlström (eds.), reappraisals of ... - kantianism and american pragmatism.
from reappraisals a richer picture of kaila’s philosophy emerges from which it transpires that he certainly
cannot be considered as an 1 ilkka niiniluoto, matti sintonen, georg h. von wright (eds.), eino kaila and logical
empiricism, acta philosophica fennica 52, helsinki, hakapaino oy, 1992. bollettino della società filosofica
italiana - 2 its very name was coined by the great finnish philosopher eino kaila (1890-1958), see kaila 1926. there are other designations as “logical positivism” or “neopositivism”. kaila’s “logical empiricism”, however, is
in my view the best because logical empiricism unites two commemorating the centennial of the birth of
georg henrik ... - thanks to wittgenstein’s influence, von wright abandoned the logical empiricism
represented by his finnish teacher eino kaila, but he retained his active interest in using the tools of logic to
resolve philosophical problems. von wright returned to helsinki in 1951, which was a crucial year for his
subsequent carnap and twentieth-century thought - carnap and twentieth-century thought rudolf carnap
(1891–1970) is widely regarded as one of the most ... that was set forth in his logical
syntaxoflanguage,publishedin1934epresentbookfocuseslargelyon carnap’sdevelopmenttothatpoint. ... copy of
carnap’s letters of the late 1920s and early 1930s to eino kaila. i tieteellinen ajattelu ja filosofian
rikkaruohot - history of logical empiricism in finnish academic philosophy may be further viewed in the
contribu- tions of e. kaila, g. h. von wright, s. krohn, j. hintikka and o. ketonen in the 50 s and 60 s. 2. 2003 ivr
newsletter - university of regina - section one: ivr announcements georg henrik von wright one of the most
important philosophers of our time, georg henrik von wright, died on june 16 in helsinki or, as he preferred to
call his native city, helsingfors. born in 1916, he studied philosophy under eino kaila, the finnish champion of
logical empiricism and member of the fabio ceravolo - citeseerxtu - have been simply that of looking for
evidences of compatibility between logical empiricism ... philosopher and psychologist eino kaila (1890-1958)
managed to combine some of le’s main tenets – chieﬂy the veriﬁcationist semantics – with theses that, if not
directly imply, at least peirce in finland - journals.openedition - eino kaila, who also founded the
psychological laboratory at the university of helsinki. despite his affinities with the logical empiricism of the
time, kaila (1934) took a deep interest in the practical significance of metaphysical and religious views.
filosofia da ciência o círculo de viena e o empirismo ... - eino kaila (finlândia) (filósofo) ernest nagel
(eua) (filósofo da ciência) frank p. ramsey (cambridge) (lógico e matemático) ... • development of logical
empiricism / jorgen jorgensen • bibliography and index / herbert feigl and charles morris . 15 congress of
logic, methodology and philosophy of science - 4 15th congress of logic, methodology and philosophy of
science 15th congress of logic, ... phy introduced the principles of logical empiricism. kaila’s students – among
them georg henrik von wright, oiva ketonen, and erik stenius - and von wright’s student jaakko hintikka
created helsinki ... 8 15th congress of logic, methodology and ... marketing fragment 6 x 10 assetsmbridge - 978-0-521-79628-6 - the cambridge companion to logical empiricism edited by alan
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richardson and thomas uebel index more information. development of the theses of the vienna circle
(questionnaire), 32 dilthey, wilhelm, 46 driesch, hans, 50 dualism, 67 dubislav, walter, 3, 49, 50, 53 history,
transfer, politics - helda - history, transfer, politics five studies on the legacy of uppsala philosophy ... i.
arvet efter kaila och hägerström 95 ii. theoria and logicalempiricism 98 ... networks and transformations of
logical empiricism [vienna circle institute yearbook 14], dordrecht: springer, 2010: 69-89. is it painful to
think - muse.jhu - is it painful to think david rothenberg published by university of minnesota press
rothenberg, david. is it painful to think: conversations with arne naess. il movimento filosofico che visse
due volte (mauro murzi) - eino kaila, finlandese, fu il primo a impiegare il termine ‘neopositivismo logico’
(logistische neupositivismus)10. questo termine ha avuto ampia diffusione in italia, soprattutto per l’ottimo
lavoro di francesco barone11. altro termine spesso utilizzato è ... 7 r. creath, “logical empiricism” in the
stanford encyclopedia of ... gereon wolters - uni-konstanz - 2 8. (mit peter machamer) thinking about
causes: from greek philosophy to modern physics, pittsburgh (university of pittsburgh press) 2007 9. ernst
mach: die analyse der empfindungen und das verhältnis des physischen zum psychischen, berlin (xenomoi)
2008 ( = ernst mach studienausgabe, bd.1) (erschienen 2009) 10. (mit peter machamer) interpretation: ways
of thinking about the sciences and the ...
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